# List of Integrated Textbooks by Course

References to any part of any textbook are for identification purposes only. No implication is intended that ALEKS Corporation is endorsing any textbook, or that any textbook author or publisher is endorsing ALEKS. ALEKS Corporation is solely responsible for the development, selection, and sequencing of all ALEKS content.

## Basic Math
- Aufmann/Barker/Lockwood: Basic College Mathematics: An Applied Approach, 8th Ed. (Houghton Mifflin, Paperback)
- Baratto/Bergman/Hutchison: Basic Mathematical Skills with Geometry, 8th Ed. (McGraw-Hill, Paperback)
- Bittinger: Basic Mathematics, 10th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- Lial/Salzman/Hestwood: Basic College Mathematics, 8th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- Martin–Gay: Basic College Mathematics, 3rd Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall, Paperback)
- McKeague: Introductory Mathematics, 1st Ed. (XYZ Textbooks, Paperback)
- Messersmith/Perez/Feldman: Basic College Mathematics, 1st Ed. (McGraw-Hill, Paperback)
- Miller/O'Neill/Hyde: Basic College Mathematics, 1st Ed. (McGraw-Hill, Paperback)
- Prior: Basic Mathematics, 1st Ed. (Pearson, Paperback)
- Tobey/Slater: Basic College Mathematics, 5th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall, Paperback)

## Pre–Algebra
- Aufmann/Barker/Lockwood: Prealgebra, 5th Ed. (Houghton Mifflin, Paperback)
- Baratto/Bergman/Hutchison: Prealgebra, 3rd Ed. (McGraw-Hill, Paperback)
- Bittinger/Ellenbogen/Johnson: Prealgebra, 6th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- Carson: Prealgebra, 3rd Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- Hendricks/Chow/Jackson: Prealgebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw-Hill)
- Lial/Hestwood: Prealgebra – An Integrated Approach, 1st Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- McKeague: Prealgebra, 6th Ed. (Thomson Brooks Cole, Paperback)
- Messersmith/Perez/Feldman: PreAlgebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw-Hill, Paperback)
- OpenStax: Prealgebra, 1st Ed. (OpenStax)
Pre-Algebra and Introductory Algebra

- Lial et al.: Prealgebra and Introductory Algebra, 3rd Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- Messersmith/Perez/Feldman: PreAlgebra Introductory Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill, Paperback)

Beginning Algebra

- Angel: Elementary Algebra, 7th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- Aufmann/Barker/Lockwood: Beginning Algebra – with Applications, 7th Ed. (Houghton Mifflin)
- Bittinger: Introductory Algebra, 10th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- Blitzer: Introductory Algebra for College Students, 5th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- Dugopolski: Elementary Algebra, 5th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- Dugopolski: Elementary Algebra, 6th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- Gustafson/Frisk: Beginning Algebra, 8th Ed. (Thomson Brooks Cole)
- Hendricks/Chow: Beginning Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- Hutchison/Baratto/Bergman: Beginning Algebra, 7th Ed. (McGraw–Hill, Paperback)
- Hutchison/Baratto/Bergman: Beginning Algebra, 8th Ed. (McGraw–Hill, Paperback)
- Lial/Hornsby/McGinnis: Beginning Algebra, 10th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley)
- McKeague: Introductory Algebra – Concepts and Graphs, 1st Ed. (XYZ Textbooks, Paperback)
- Messersmith: Beginning Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- Messersmith/Perez/Feldman: Introductory Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill, Paperback)
- OpenStax: Elementary Algebra, 1st Ed. (OpenStax)
- Tobey/Slater: Beginning Algebra, 6th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- Tussy/Gustafson: Elementary Algebra, 4th Ed. (Thomson Brooks Cole)

Introduction to Geometry


Intermediate Algebra

- Angel: Intermediate Algebra for College Students, 7th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- Aufmann/Barker/Lockwood: Intermediate Algebra, 7th Ed. (Houghton Mifflin)
beginning and intermediate algebra combined

- **Bittinger**, Introductory and Intermediate Algebra, 10th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- **Bittinger**, Intermediate Algebra, 10th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- **Blitzer**, Intermediate Algebra for College Students, 5th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- **Dugopolski**, Algebra for College Students, 4th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Dugopolski**, Algebra for College Students, 5th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Dugopolski**, Algebra for College Students, 6th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Dugopolski**, Intermediate Algebra, 5th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Dugopolski**, Intermediate Algebra, 7th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Gustafson/Frisk**, Intermediate Algebra, 8th Ed. (Thomson Brooks Cole)
- **Hendricks/Chow**, Intermediate Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Lial/Hornsby/McGinnis**, Intermediate Algebra, 11th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley)
- **Lynde**, Intermediate Algebra, 4th Ed. (University of Arkansas at Monticello, Paperback)
- **Messersmith**, Intermediate Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Messersmith/Perez/Feldman**, Intermediate Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill, Paperback)
- **OpenStax**, Intermediate Algebra, 1st Ed. (OpenStax)
- **Sullivan**, Intermediate Algebra, 2nd Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)

**Beginning and Intermediate Algebra Combined**

- **Bittinger/Beecher**, Introductory and Intermediate Algebra, 3rd Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- **Blitzer**, Introductory and Intermediate Algebra for College Students, 4th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- **Dugopolski**, Elementary and Intermediate Algebra, 3rd Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Hall/Mercer**, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra, 3rd Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Hendricks/Chow**, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Messersmith**, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra, 2nd Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Messersmith**, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra, 3rd Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Messersmith**, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra, 4th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Miller/O'Neill/Hyde**, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra, 2nd Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- **Miller/O'Neill/Hyde**, Beginning and Intermediate Algebra, 3rd Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
♦ Tussy/Gustafson: Elementary and Intermediate Algebra, 3rd Ed. (Thomson Brooks Cole)

Developmental Math


Math Literacy

♦ Sobecki/Mercer: Pathways to Math Literacy, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill, Paperback)
♦ Sobecki/Mercer: Pathways to Math Literacy, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill, Paperback)

Corequisite Support for Liberal Arts Mathematics/Quantitative Reasoning

♦ Sobecki/Mercer: Pathways to Math Literacy, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill, Paperback)
♦ Sobecki/Mercer: Pathways to Math Literacy, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill, Paperback)

Liberal Arts Mathematics

♦ Angel/Abbott/Runde: A Survey of Mathematics with Applications, 10th Ed. (Pearson)
♦ Blitzer: Thinking Mathematically, 6th Ed. (Pearson)
♦ Blitzer: Thinking Mathematically, 7th Ed. (Pearson)
♦ Sobecki/Bluman: Math in Our World, 3rd Ed. (McGraw Hill)
♦ Sobecki: Math in Our World, 4th Ed. (McGraw Hill)

Quantitative Reasoning

♦ Sobecki/Mercer: Math in Our World: A Quantitative Literacy Approach, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)

Liberal Arts Math/Quantitative Reasoning with Corequisite Support

♦ Sobecki/Bluman: Math in Our World, 3rd Ed. (McGraw Hill)
♦ Sobecki: Math in Our World, 4th Ed. (McGraw Hill)
♦ Sobecki/Mercer: Math in Our World: A Quantitative Literacy Approach, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
♦ Sobecki/Peterson: Math in Our World Co−Requisite Workbook (McGraw Hill)
♦ Sobecki/Peterson: Quantitative Reasoning Co−Requisite Workbook, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)

College Algebra with Corequisite Support

♦ Miller/Gerken: College Algebra, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
College Algebra

- Blitzer: College Algebra, 6th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- Coburn/Coffelt: College Algebra, 3rd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Coburn/Coffelt: College Algebra Essentials, 3rd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Coburn: College Algebra Essentials, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Coburn/Herdlick: College Algebra − Graphs and Models, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Dugopolski: College Algebra, 5th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley)
- Dugopolski: College Algebra, 6th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley)
- Gustafson/Hughes: College Algebra, 12th Ed. (CENGAGE Learning)
- Larson: College Algebra, 9th Ed. (Brooks/Cole Cengage Learning)
- Miller/Gerken: College Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Miller/Gerken: College Algebra, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Miller/Gerken: College Algebra Essentials, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- OpenStax: College Algebra, 1st Ed. (OpenStax)
- Stewart/Redlin/Watson: College Algebra, 6th Ed. (Brooks/Cole Cengage Learning)
- Sullivan: College Algebra, 9th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)

College Algebra with Modeling and Applications

- Coburn/Herdlick: College Algebra − Graphs and Models, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)

College Algebra with Trigonometry

- Barnett/Ziegler/Byleen/Sobecki: College Algebra with Trigonometry, 9th Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Beecher/Penna/Bittinger: Algebra and Trigonometry, 4th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley)
- Coburn: Algebra and Trigonometry, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Miller: College Algebra Trigonometry, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Sullivan: Algebra and Trigonometry, 9th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)

PreCalculus

- Blitzer: Precalculus, 4th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- Coburn/Herdlick: Precalculus − Graphs and Models, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Coburn: Precalculus, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- Miller: Precalculus, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)
- OpenStax: Precalculus, 1st Ed. (OpenStax)
- Stewart/Redlin/Watson: Precalculus − Mathematics for Calculus, 6th Ed. (Thomson Brooks Cole)
- Sullivan: Precalculus, 9th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)

Intermediate Algebra and PreCalculus

- Miller: Precalculus, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)

STEM PreCalculus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blitzer: Precalculus, 4th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coburn/Herdlick: Precalculus – Graphs and Models, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coburn: Precalculus, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miller: Precalculus, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OpenStax: Precalculus, 1st Ed. (OpenStax)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stewart/Redlin/Watson: Precalculus – Mathematics for Calculus, 6th Ed. (Thomson Brooks Cole)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sullivan: Precalculus, 9th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Trigonometry</td>
<td>Barnett/Ziegler/Byleen/Sobecki: Analytic Trigonometry with Applications, 10th Ed. (John Wiley and Sons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coburn: Trigonometry, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dugopolski: Trigonometry, 3rd Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sullivan: Trigonometry – A Unit Circle Approach, 8th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brase: Understandable Statistics, 8th Ed. (Houghton−Mifflin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnson et al.: Elementary Statistics, 11th Ed. (Brooks/Cole)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moore/Notz/Fligner: The Basic Practice of Statistics, 6th Ed. (Freeman)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navidi/Monk: Elementary Statistics, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navidi/Monk: Elementary Statistics, 3rd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navidi/Monk: Essential Statistics, 1st Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navidi/Monk: Essential Statistics, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuels et al.: Statistics for the Life Sciences, 4th Ed. (Pearson)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triola: Elementary Statistics, 11th Ed. (Addison−Wesley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weiss: Introductory Statistics, 9th Ed. (Pearson)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navidi/Monk: Elementary Statistics, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navidi/Monk: Elementary Statistics, 3rd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navidi/Monk: Essential Statistics, 2nd Ed. (McGraw−Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♦ Florida Math 0018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Florida Math 0022

- Messersmith/Perez/Feldman: PreAlgebra Introductory Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill, Paperback)

Florida Math 0028

- Angel: Elementary Algebra, 7th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- Aufmann/Barker/Lockwood: Beginning Algebra – with Applications, 7th Ed. (Houghton Mifflin)
- Bittinger: Introductory Algebra, 10th Ed. (Pearson Addison Wesley, Paperback)
- Blitzer: Introductory Algebra for College Students, 5th Ed. (Pearson Prentice Hall)
- Dugopolski: Elementary Algebra, 5th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- Dugopolski: Elementary Algebra, 6th Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
- Gustafson/Frisk: Beginning Algebra, 8th Ed. (Thomson Brooks Cole)
- Hendricks/Chow: Beginning Algebra, 1st Ed. (McGraw–Hill)
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